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Feinschmecker

No other brand in the German-speaking world has this expertise in matters of 
enjoyment. For more than 45 years, DER FEINSCHMECKER has been the 
authority for discerning connoisseurs on the topics of food, drink, travel and 
enjoyment.

DER FEINSCHMECKER Shop is the mail order company for sustainable 
manufactured products, wine, spirits and other beverages as well as tools for 
the private kitchen and culinary lifestyle, high-quality gift articles and 
accessories around wine, bar, kitchen and hospitality. Regular catalogs and 
the online store offer an extensive range of articles for gourmets, wine lovers, 
connoisseurs - and for everyone who loves the good life.

The customers of the FEINSCHMECKER store are well-educated, have a 
very high net household income and generous financial leeway. They belong 
to the social upper class, are cosmopolitan and luxury-oriented. A versatile, 
sophisticated, pleasure-oriented and very trendy target group.

Trebbau exclusive-list

target groups
+ age: 45 - 55 years
+ age: 50 years +
+ women
+ gifts + promotion articles
+ househalt Netto Premium
+ hotel business | gastronomy
+ cooking | baking
+ lifestyle
+ men

acquisition
+ ads
+ inserts
+ catalogue mailing
+ mailings
+ webshop

quality
+ Proof of origin
+ date of purchase
+ Robinson cleaned

Basis-selections/Bereitsstellungkosten
€        11,00   per tsd.  min. €       200,00
€        40,00  flat  
minimum order quantity

minimum invoice amount
5.000 addresses

50 % of delivery quantity
additional costs:
express delivery costs 
€        75,00  flat  
Flagging 
€       130,00  flat  
GDPR compliant delivery of curr. suppressions
€        75,00  flat  
age selection according to first name
€       130,00  flat  
score-selection
€        25,00   per tsd.  

sexcode
women: 37% men: 50%

22.482 clients / readers o/oo185,00€

selection improvements                  
8.343 clients online affine o/oo180,00€
5.171 clients fashionaffine o/oo180,00€
6.209 clients with very high purchasing power o/oo180,00€

13.911 clients 1+2 family homes o/oo180,00€
6.599 clients book lovers/readers o/oo180,00€
7.258 clients living/garden o/oo180,00€
7.748 clients wellness/fitness/healthy eating o/oo180,00€
8.493 clients educated affinity o/oo180,00€
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